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RELATIONS  IN  STABLE  HOMOTOPY  MODULES

DONALD   W.   KAHN1

Abstract. The "generating hypothesis" of Freyd implies vari-

ous fascinating statements in stable homotopy, particularly about

the stable homotopy ring of spheres and the modules over this ring.

The present paper extends some of these consequences. It also

investigates the question of whether a possible counterexample to

the hypothesis might be detected by its action on homology groups ;

for this, we find a connection with work of Joel Cohen on coherent

graded rings.

In his basic paper [2], P. Freyd has put forth a conjecture, known as the

"generating hypothesis", which says that if a map/: X—> Y, between finite,

connected complexes X and Y, induces the zero map on stable homotopy

groups, then/is stably null-homotopic. The conjecture, unresolved at the

time of this writing, is remarkable, because of the wealth of statements in

stable homotopy theory which are known to follow from it. Some of these

statements have been verified in many cases (see, for example [4]), but

many of them, while of great interest, remain a complete mystery. They

may be equivalent to the conjecture itself; in fact, various equivalent

statements are now known [5].

One of these statements, which is a consequence of the "generating

hypothesis", asserts that if a and ß are elements of/?-torsion in the stable

homotopy ring of spheres, there is a nonzero y which is simultaneously

divisible by a and ß (see Proposition 9.3 in [2]). The purpose of the present

paper is to study extensions and generalizations of this statement and to

prove related theorems which follow without invoking the presently un-

proved "generating hypothesis". We first prove a mild generalization of

this particular statement for the stable homotopy ring G^=Trf(S°), and

then investigate conditions which assure a similar statement for the stable

homotopy of a finite complex X. Next, we prove that either there are un-

countably many counterexamples to one of the consequences of the

"generating hypothesis", or at most finitely-many elements are unrelated

to other independent elements via the existence of nonzero common
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multiples. This result is largely algebraic here, but relates to earlier work

on infinite generation [4]. Our final theorem, independent of the "generat-

ing hypothesis", considers the question of when a map between finite

complexes, which induces a nonzero homomorphism on homology, need

induce a nonzero homomorphism on stable homotopy groups. We are

able to show that either this is the case, or else certain density conditions

hold in the stable homotopy of the domain space. This result, which uses

the techniques of [1], is aimed at the question of searching for suitable

invariants to detect a possible counterexample to the "generating hy-

pothesis".

While from the algebraist's viewpoint, the results of this paper will

appear weak, one should remember that our knowledge of the stable homo-

topy ring is still scanty; thus, results on modules over the ring G+ will

necessarily present serious difficulties.

We begin with our generalization of Freyd's result.

Theorem 1. Let the elements <x.x, ■ • • , <x.n, ßx, ■ ■ ■ , ßm belong to the

ring G%=Tr%(S°), all being nonzero, p-torsion elements for some fixed prime

p. Assume the "generating hypothesis". Then there is a nonzero element

x EG* such that

(1) x=a, ■ y¿, y¿ e G*, 1 ̂ i<n,

(2) x- ßj=0, l^j^m,

(3) p ■ x=0.

Proof. Choose M much larger than the degree of each element in

question, and form a finite complex Y as follows:

Y = (SM u e"1) V • • • V (SM U e"n) V Sbl V • • • v Sbm V SM,

where aj—deg^j + AZ+l, bj = M—deg(ßf), and the attaching maps for

the first n summands are the elements a,, or rather their representatives.

Take a map/: SM—*■ Y to be the inclusion of SM in the first n summands,

ßi on the next m summands, and p ■ lsM on the last summand. We note

that an element x e ir^{S ) is in the kernel of the induced homomorphism

tT*(SM)->7ri(SMKJeai) precisely when it is divisible by «{. Hence,

x e tt*(Sm) — {0} will satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (3) if and only if

/f(x)=0.
Suppose for a contradiction that /| is a monomorphism on stable

homotopy groups. Then in the Puppe sequence

sm -1+Y^+Cf^+ Su+1 —>►•'.'•

we have that o*| is the zero map. By the "generating hypothesis", d is

stably null-homotopic. Using the corresponding Puppe sequence of stable
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mapping groups, mapping from Cf, we see that p has a stable right in-

verse. Thus,

7T%(Y)   =   TT%(SM) @  TT%(Cf)
as G*-modules.

We shall complete the proof by showing that no G^-module homo-

morphism tt%( Y)-^-n%(SM) can be a left inverse for/#.

In the wedge decomposition for Y, the first « summands have the form

S VJe**f. Because the attaching maps are /^-torsion, any conjectured

splitting, restricted to such a summand, would induce a multiple of a

power of p on the homotopy group in dimension M. The summands Sb*

must be sent to zero by a splitting, for reasons of dimension. We suppose

that on the group -nfj, restricted to the last summand, the splitting acts as

multiplication by some integer c.

Writing the conjectured splitting as g, we may calculate g •/#(lsJ') =

g(ix, •••,/„, 0, •• -, 0, 0)+g(0, • • • , 0, p • lsM). Here, we have used

ij ■ SM-^-SMKJea> for the inclusion. By our remarks above, the first term is

divisible by p, while the last is precisely/? • c. Thus, g -f# is divisible by p,

showing that no splitting could occur, and completing the proof.

Now, we wish to investigate when two elements in a stable homotopy

module, say x, y e nfiX), X being a finite, connected complex, have a

nonzero common multiple. If we look at examples of the form X= YvZ,

it is clear that some conditions will be necessary to insure that this is the

case. The most straightforward generalization of Proposition 9.3 in [2]

would be

Proposition 1. Suppose that the "generating hypothesis" is true. Let

X be a connected finite complex, with ctx, ol2 homogeneous elements in

the p-torsion of 77*iX). Suppose that there is an M so that any map

f:XV)x.en,^-X, o¿ = dim <x,-+l, /=1, 2, acts on tt\¡ as multiplication by a

multiple of a power of p. Then, xx and <x2 have a nonzero common multiple.

The proof is similar to the above.

We wish, however, to investigate relations in stable homotopy modules,

without invoking the "generating hypothesis". To this end, we make the

following definition; this works in any graded module, but we are princi-

pally interested in the case of modules rrf(X) over the ring G%=tt*(S°).

Definition 1. Let a e irf (X) generate an additive summand. Let (a)

denote the submodule generated by 00. We say that a is an unrelated element,

if (a) is a module direct summand of trf(X).

A generator of Tr*(Sniv- ■ -s/S""), corresponding to one of the spheres,

is an unrelated element. Proposition 2 and the remarks which follow it

below show that if the "generating hypothesis" is true, there are probably

no other examples. Our goal, however, is to study the situation, without
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invoking the "generating hypothesis". Nevertheless, we suspect that un-

related elements should in some sense be rare.

Lemma 1. Let olx, a2, ■ • ■ , oik be a family of distinct, unrelated elements.

Then they generate a module direct summand of-n^(X) which is isomorphic

'"I© oyker(/n) where in: G*-*n%(X) is given by i„(l)=.««-

The proof is obvious.

Theorem 2.    Let X be a finite, connected complex. Then either

(a) There are at most finitely-many unrelated elements in ir% (X), or

(b) there are uncountably many C+ homomorphisms tt^(X)^-tt'i>:(X),

which are not induced by geometric maps.

Proof. If we assume that (a) is false, then there are infinitely many,

nonzero summands of 7rf(A'). Observe that we can construct uncountably

many G* homomorphisms Trf(X)—>-n-'l(X) by choosing either the identity

map or the zero map on each summand. It will then suffice to show that

there are only countably many stable homotopy classes of maps from X

to itself. This is easily done by induction, using either Postnikov systems

or the cellular structure of X.

Remarks. The negation of the first assertion implies, of course, that

+*(-"0 is infinitely generated. This is known, however, to be true in many

cases (see [4]). On the other hand, statement (b) contradicts a conse-

quence of the "generating hypothesis", which asserts that the functor

«■*(—) is a full imbedding. I would conjecture that trf(X) can have a non-

trivial module summand, only when X decomposes as a wedge of spaces.

The following proposition throws some light on this question.

Proposition 2. Suppose we have a module decomposition nf(X) =

M®N, where M is the stable homotopy module of some finite, connected

complex Y. If the "generating hypothesis" is true, then X has the stable

homotopy-type of YvZ, where M=-trf( Y) and N=tt%(Z).

Proof. Because tr%(—) is a full-imbedding, the inclusion and pro-

jection for the summand M of rr*(X) are represented by geometric maps.

Regarding Fas a subcomplex of X, one easily sees from the five-lemma that

7T%(X/Y) = N.

Clearly, most modules with 1 generator cannot be the module of a

finite complex. As a final remark, we note that the "generating hypothesis"

implies that the image of a monomorphism, rrf( T)-*v^{X), which is

necessarily then induced by a geometric map, must be a module summand

oîtt'I(X).
We wish finally to consider the question of how one might try to detect

possible counterexamples to the "generating hypothesis". There is some
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information at present (see [5]) that implies that such examples, if they

exist at all, will be elusive. On the other hand, one would reinforce the

"generating hypothesis" if one could show that a map which induces zero

on stable homotopy groups must also induce zero on some other invar-

iants, such as homology. Or equivalently, it would be pleasant to know

that if/induced a nonzero map on homology groups, then for some

dimension, it induced a nonzero map on stable homotopy groups. Al-

though we cannot quite do this, our last theorem, which is motivated by,

although independent of, the "generating hypothesis", offers a step in this

direction.

The work of Joel Cohen [1] shows that in a space with finitely many

nonvanishing homotopy groups, whenever we are given an element in

cohomology with ZB coefficients, infinitely many Steenrod operations are

nonzero on this element. By considering the lowest dimensional nonzero

such operation, in a dimension bigger than that of the complex which we

are studying, we formulate a sort of minimum possible density for stable

homotopy groups for our complex (see case (a) of the following theorem).

Our theorem then says that if we are given a map/:X~* Y which is non-

zero on homology with coefficients in Zp, p a prime, then either X always

has more dense stable homotopy than would follow from Cohen's result

applied to classes in the image off*, or the map on stable homotopy

groups, tensored with Zv, is nonzero.

We shall speak of stable Postnikov systems. One can either view them

as ordinary Postnikov systems of some suitable suspension of our spaces,

or in terms of spectra. For this latter point of view, see [1].

Theorem 3. Let / Ar—>- Y be a map between finite, connected complexes.

Let p be prime, and we suppose that there is «>0 so that f* : Hni Y; Zp)—»■

H"(X; Z„) is nonzero.

Let Xt refer to a stable it h Postnikov term for X. Choose u e H"(Y; Zp)

so that f*(u) = V9i0. With />max(dim X, dim Y), take representing

classes ü, v for u, v in the cohomology of the ith Postnikov terms, so that

ff(u) = v^0. Using [1], choose a Steenrod operation 2P of lowest degree

such that ¡^(3)^0, and dim(^(v))>i. We write dim(^(ti))=«(/).

Then at least one of the following holds.

(a) For every />max(dim X, dim Y), there is a j, /</'<«(/)—1, with

(t>) f%:iri{X)<8>Z,-*ir%( Y)®ZV is nonzero.

Proof. Assume that (a) is false, and that i designates the first such

case. I claim that 2P(u) lifts to a nonzero element in the cohomology of

Yn(i)_2- For if not, it is in the image of the transgression of some Postnikov

fibration, with fibre K(nf(Y),j),j<n(i)—l. Applying the appropriate
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induced map/* (see [3]), we see that 0"(v) is annihilated when projected

up to the cohomology of XnU)_2. This is not compatible with our as-

sumption that (a) is false.

Now, for dimension reasons, 3P(ü) cannot survive to the cohomology

of Yn(i)_x, for else it will remain in H*(Y;ZP). Hence, there is ie

HnW^(ir%)_1(Y),n(i)-l;Zv) such that r(i) = 0)(u'), where u is the

image of ü in HnW(YnH)_2; Zp).

We consider now the following map of fibre spaces:

K(irfH)_x(X),n(i)-l) ^V K(7rfU)_x(Y),n(i) 1)

XY
17¡(¿)-1

X, = X««)-

n(i)— 1

n{i)-

Hence,   we   have   T(f*nii)_x(i))=ftU)_2T(i)=ft{i)-2(0>(u')).   From   the
diagram

«(¿)-2

vnU)- = x,.

we get T(f*Mi)_x(t))=f*(0>(u)).
But, from our earlier remarks, we know that the right hand side is non-

zero. If/S(g>l were zero, using the Hurewicz isomorphism and taking the

dual vector space, we get that the left hand side is zero. Thus, / must

induce a nonzero homomorphism on stable homotopy groups, tensored

with Zp, completing the proof.

Remarks. (1) We note here that it follows easily from the results of [3]

that if ki+2 denotes the stable Âr-invariant, and/®=0, then/f (A:*+2)=0.

(2) In the above theorem, one would like to prove (b) directly. Other

new methods will clearly be necessary for this. One disadvantage of our

method is that it is tied down to a specific u so that/*(w)^0. Hopefully,

more delicate methods can be found to get around these problems.
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